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Abstract: Quantitative and selective labelling of proteins
is widely used in both academic and industrial laborato-
ries, and catalytic labelling of proteins using trans-
peptidases, such as sortases, has proved to be a popular
strategy for such selective modification. A major
challenge for this class of enzymes is that the majority of
procedures require an excess of the labelling reagent or,
alternatively, activated substrates rather than simple
commercially sourced peptides. We report the use of a
coupled enzyme strategy which enables quantitative N-
and C-terminal labelling of proteins using unactivated
labelling peptides. The use of an aminopeptidase in
conjunction with a transpeptidase allows sequence-
specific degradation of the peptide by-product, shifting
the equilibrium to favor product formation, which
greatly enhances the reaction efficiency. Subsequent
optimisation of the reaction allows N-terminal labelling
of proteins using essentially equimolar ratios of peptide
label to protein and C-terminal labelling with only a
small excess. Minimizing the amount of substrate
required for quantitative labelling has the potential to
improve industrial processes and facilitate the use of
transpeptidation as a method for protein labelling.

Introduction

Site-specific labelling of proteins is a widely used tool in
both industrial and academic research.[1] Transpeptidases,
such as sortase, connectase, subtiligase and asparaginyl
endopeptidases, provide an effective strategy for labelling
the N- and C-termini of proteins.[2,3] This approach has now
been developed and applied to increasing complex systems
including cell-surface labelling,[4] in vivo labelling[5] and the
production of therapeutic antibody-drug conjugates.[6] Nu-
merous refinements to these methods have been reported
including the evolution of enzymes with enhanced[5,7] and
altered[8] reactivity, the use of multiple enzymes to enable
orthogonal labelling reactions[9] and the development of
approaches to the labelling of internal residues.[9d,10] In
almost all cases however, an excess quantity of one of the
reaction partners is required to enable full conversion of
unlabelled to labelled protein.

Transpeptidases recognise a defined peptide motif in
their substrate protein or peptide.[2] An active-site cysteine
residue reacts with this motif to generate a thioacyl
intermediate which then reacts with a substrate peptide or
protein to yield the product. The key challenge in such
labelling reactions is that they are generally fully reversible
(Scheme 1A). The substrate recognition sequence for the
enzyme (e.g. LPXT/G for sortase) is still present in the
product of the reaction, and the by-products produced
during formation of the initial thioacyl intermediate are also
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substrates for the second step. The reversibility of the
reaction results in it being under thermodynamic control,
which leads to equilibrium mixtures of labelled and
unlabelled products (Scheme 1B). Production of pure la-
belled proteins typically requires a large excess of the
labelling peptide and/or removal of unlabelled proteins from
reaction mixtures. For N-terminal labelling, we and others
have previously reported the use of ester/depsipeptide
substrates where the by-product, an alcohol, is no longer a
substrate for the enzyme[11] (Scheme 1C). This strategy
however is not applicable to C-terminal labelling since it
would require incorporation of an ester linkage into an
expressed protein. For C-terminal labelling, a variety of
alternative strategies have therefore been developed. For
example, the physical removal of by-product peptides for C-
terminal labelling by the use of centrifugal filtration
devices,[12] the use of chemical reagents to react with product

peptides[13] or chelation using high concentrations of Ni2+

(Scheme 1D).[14] In other work, the substrate preferences of
the asparaginyl endopeptidases have been exploited to
enable the formation of products that are inefficiently re-
processed by the enzyme.[9c] However, at present, general-
isable strategies for stoichiometric, quantitative labelling
using transpeptidases are limited.

Our previous work using depsipeptides,[9e,11b] methods
using immobilised sortases to isolate the thioacyl
intermediate[7d] and the mechanical removal of the peptide
by-product[12] all suggested that it should be feasible to
promote C-terminal labelling if a suitable method to remove
the peptide by-product could be found. We hypothesised
that a suitable protein modifying enzyme might be capable
of selective modification of the peptide N-terminus to
facilitate quantitative transpeptidation. Here, we describe
the application of a D-aminopeptidase in combination with
sortases to enable such quantitative N- and C-terminal
labelling of proteins (Scheme 1E).

Results and Discussion

Identification of a sequence-specific aminopeptidase

Our strategy for optimising transpeptidation was initially
inspired by the success of our approach for N-terminal
labelling using depsipeptide substrates.[9e,11b] In this case, the
hydroxyacetyl by-product formed as a result of transpeptida-
tion is not a substrate for the reverse reaction which allows
the reaction to proceed to completion. We therefore sought
to identify a second enzyme which would selectively degrade
a particular peptide by-product to remove it from the
reaction equilibrium. Our initial plan was to exploit the
substrate promiscuity of sortase A from Streptococcus
pyogenes (SpSrtA) which is reported to recognise both
LPXT/G and LPXT/A as substrate motifs.[9a] We postulated
that inclusion of an enzyme which selectively degrades or
modifies a peptide with an N-terminal glycine residue would
promote labelling of proteins using a substrate peptide with
an N-terminal alanine residue. For the second enzyme, we
identified D-aminopeptidase (DAP) from Ochrobactrum
anthropi (Brucella anthropi) since this is known to act on
both peptides containing N-terminal D-amino acid residues
and peptides with N-terminal glycine residues whereas L-
amino acid terminated peptides are not substrates.[15] The
product of cleavage is a free amino acid and the truncated
peptide, and we have previously shown that while glycina-
mide and peptides terminated with a single glycyl residue
are substrates for sortase, glycine is not.[11b]

We obtained recombinant DAP by overexpression as an
N-terminal MBP-His-tagged fusion protein and tested
activity against a library of peptides terminated with glycine
residues. As expected, peptides terminated with glycine
residues were substrates for DAP but we observed intriguing
sequence selectivity.[9a,16] Such selectivity by DAP has
previously been observed for D-Ala-terminated peptide
substrates but not fully characterised for all amino acids.[15a]

We constructed a library of peptides with the sequence

Scheme 1. Peptide and protein labelling reactions catalysed by sortase.
A) General reaction scheme for transpeptidation. Sequence-specific
recognition. Attack of a catalytic cysteine residue on the peptide bond
yields a thioacyl intermediate, which can be cleaved by either
aminolysis (to yield a new peptide) or hydrolysis. B) Sortase (SaSrtA)
catalyses the transpeptidation of a LPETGX recognition motif in N-
terminal glycine-containing peptides and proteins in an equilibrium
fashion. C) Strategy for perturbing the equilibria of N-terminal labelling
reactions by the use of depsipeptide (ester) substrates. D) Strategy for
perturbation of both N- and C-terminal labelling reactions by the use of
Ni2+-binding motifs in product peptides. E) Strategy investigated in
this study to disrupt these equilibria and yield quantitative labelling.
The addition of D-aminopeptidase leads to sequence-specific removal
of N-terminal glycines, enabling enhanced labelling using both sortases
with broader substrate specificity as well as unmodified peptide. This is
controlled by the identity of the amino acid residue following the N-
terminal glycine
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GXSKYG where the second residue was all naturally
occurring amino acids. We initially screened the library
(250 μM peptides) at high relative ratios of DAP (10 mol%)
for 2 h at 25 °C using LC-MS to identify the formation of
product peptides. In this initial low-resolution assay, we
observed complete hydrolysis of peptides for a subset of
residues (A, D and E, G, M, N, Q, S and T). We later
repeated this analysis using lower concentrations of DAP
(5 μM with 10 mM peptide) at 37 °C with analysis by HRMS
(20 h) and observed the same pattern (Figure 1A) with the
exception that we observed some hydrolysis of GC, GH, and
GR terminated peptides under these conditions. Broadly
those peptides where the second residue contained branched
hydrophobic or positively charged side chains were not
substrates for DAP; peptides terminated with GV and GP
were the poorest substrates and were largely unhydrolysed.

We also screened a range of non-natural amino acids at the
same position (Figure 1A and S1)—in this case we were able
to detect hydrolysis of the Gly residue with a variety of D-
amino acids (a, f, l, m or v) and linear non-natural amino
acids, such as norvaline and norleucine, but observed limited
hydrolysis with the lysine homologue ornithine, α-meth-
ylalanine (2-aminoisobutyric acid) and N-methyl alanine.

Rather than using SpSrtA as originally planned, we
hypothesised that we would instead be able to use the
selectivity of DAP for the second residue in its substrate
peptide to direct ligation of glycine-terminated substrate
peptides by sortase. In other words, we could use peptide
sequences LPETGX1 and GX2 such that, while the GX1
product peptide is a substrate for DAP, GX2 is not and the
equilibrium product will therefore be a peptide with
sequence LPETGX2 (Scheme 1E). We initially tested this
hypothesis using model peptides and the Ca-independent
SaSrtA 7M mutant[5,17] (Srt7M, Figure S2). Using this model
system we saw a shift towards product formation in the
presence of DAP. Rather than optimising the reaction on
peptides, we immediately moved to investigate labelling of a
model protein and used an available construct for the PanD
regulatory protein, PanZ.[18] This protein was produced with
a LPETGA motif inserted prior to a C-terminal His-tag. In
the absence of DAP, using 2 equivalents of a GVSKYG co-
substrate, we initially observed �50% turnover to product
after overnight incubation at 25 °C (Figure 1B grey). Addi-
tion of DAP increased product formation to 80% (Figure 1B
black) with the remaining protein evenly distributed be-
tween the unlabelled substrate and a hydrolysis product. In
contrast, when a peptide which is a substrate for DAP (e.g.
GA-terminated) was used, we only observed either unla-
belled protein or the hydrolysis product formed from the
thioacyl intermediate (Figure S3C).

We therefore used labelling of PanZ to screen potential
peptide substrates by incubating the peptides and PanZ with
Srt7M in the presence and absence of DAP (Figures 1C and
S4). When the labelling peptide was a substrate for DAP, we
only observed the hydrolysed protein with trace unlabelled
substrate but in cases where the labelling peptide is not a
substrate for DAP, we observed a shift in the product
distribution from the unlabelled substrate towards the
labelled product with variable proportions of the hydrolysis
product. From this screen, we selected the GV-terminated
peptide together with the LPETGA or LPETGG motif as
our preferred substrates for future experimentation.

Optimisation of C-terminal labelling

Our next aim was to optimise the conditions of the labelling
reaction. Increasing the pH to above pH 8 (Figure S5) led to
>95% conversion to the product, presumably resulting
from favoring aminolysis over the hydrolysis reaction at pH
above the pKa of the N-terminal amine, consistent with
previous results on the pH optimum of sortase labelling.[19]

The proportion of the desired product also increased with
the number of equivalents of peptide used for labelling, but
only marginal enhancement was observed above two equiv-

Figure 1. Screening of reaction conditions to enable quantitative label-
ling. A) Screening substrate specificity of DAP. 10 mM peptide GXSKYG
was incubated with 5 μM DAP at 3x°C for 20 h before analysis by
HRMS. O: ornithine, α α-methylalanine, N� Me: N-methyl alanine. B)
Example of reaction MS analysis where the nucleophilic peptide
substrate is not a substrate for DAP (e.g. GV-terminated). In the
presence of DAP (black), the reaction equilibrium shifts away from the
peaks corresponding to unlabeled PanZ towards the labelled species
with a small increase in the hydrolysed species. C) Screening of peptide
substrates in the presence and absence of DAP enables identification of
suitable reaction pairs. 200 μM PanZ-LPETGAH6 was incubated with
400 μM of a model labelling peptide with sequence GXSKYG in the
presence of 10 μM Srt7M with and without 20 μM DAP. Green= -
labelled, blue=unlabelled, red=hydrolysis.
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alents of the labelling peptide with the PanZ substrate
(Figure 2B and S6). Variation in the amount of DAP added
to the reaction did not affect overall reaction turnover
(Figure S7) and while an increase in temperature from 25 °C
to 37 °C allowed a reduction in the amount of catalyst, it did
not significantly change conversion levels relative to hydrol-
ysis (Figure S8). Finally, we investigated the effect of
common co-solvents on the reaction (Figure S9). Addition
of DMSO, glycerol and propylene glycol had no effect on
the reaction whereas addition of DMA and DMF inhibited,
but did not stop, the reaction.

We next investigated modification of the C-terminus of
the pentameric cholera toxin B-subunit (CTB) which is
widely used as a tool in cell biology and neuroscience.[20] We
have previously reported a CTB construct with a C-terminal
sortase recognition site, however periplasmic expression
yielded heterogeneous substrates in which only 80–90% of
the protomer chains included the desired extension.[21] We
therefore generated a new C-terminally His-tagged CTB
construct incorporating a LPETGA labelling motif. Cyto-
solic expression of the unfolded protein into inclusion
bodies, followed by dissolution in 8 M urea, affinity
purification and subsequent refolding provided homogene-
ous material for the labelling experiments. In this case, we
used automated sampling to monitor the labelling reaction

in real time using 2 equivalents of a labelling peptide and
observed maximal (>95%) labelling after approximately 2 h
(Figure 2A and S10). Reduction in the number of equiv-
alents of the labelling peptide to only 1.5 equivalents yielded
essentially identical results (Figure 2B, 2C). In this case the
overall level of labelling was marginally higher than that
observed for PanZ, which we attribute to the longer linker
between the globular protein domain and the LPETG
recognition motif for the CTB protein.

Optimisation of N-terminal labelling

Having demonstrated effective C-terminal labelling using
this coupling enzyme approach, we investigated its applica-
tion to N-terminal labelling and compared it to the use of
depsipeptide substrates. We tested the enzyme combination
using protein constructs in which a GlyVal-labelling motif
was added to the N-termini of the expressed proteins. We
initially investigated labelling of a pentameric GVG-CTB
using mass spectrometry to follow the reaction using a single
equivalent (100 μM) of the labelling reagent (Figure 3A and
3B) and 2 mol% Srt7 M in the presence (black) and absence
(grey) of 10 mol% DAP. Addition of DAP to the reaction
mixture shifted the reaction equilibrium from a statistical
1 : 1 distribution between labelled and unlabeled products
towards only the labelled product. We next compared

Figure 2. Screening of reaction conditions to enable quantitative label-
ling. A) Time dependence of C-terminal labelling of the pentameric
CTB (100 μM) using 2 equivalents of a labelling peptide, 25 μM Srt7M
and 10 μM DAP (green labelled, blue unlabelled, red hydrolysed). B)
Peptide concentration dependence of C-terminal labelling of PanZ
(200 μM) and CTB (200 μM) after 2 h using 50 μM Srt7M, 20 μM DAP
and the indicated ratio of labelling peptide. After 4 h, the proportion of
hydrolysis significantly increased (see Figure S6). C) MS analysis of C-
terminal labelling of CTB using 1.5 and 2 equivalents of labelling
peptide as shown in (B).

Figure 3. Optimisation of conditions for N-terminal labelling of
proteins and comparison with the use of depsipeptide substrates at
25 °C. A ESMS analysis of time-dependent labelling of 100 μM GVG-
CTB by Srt7M (2 μM) with 1.2 equivalents of (FITC)-peptide with
(black) and without (grey) DAP (10 μM). B) Comparison of N-terminal
labelling of GVG-CTB labelling with Srt7M and a fluorescent peptide in
the presence (black) and absence (grey) of DAP after 2 h. C) Time-
dependent labelling of 100 μM GVG-MBP labelling using Srt7M (5 μM)
and 3 equivalents of a peptide substrate in the presence (black) and
absence (grey) of DAP (10 μM), or with a depsipeptide substrate (blue).
D) MS analysis of MBP labelling using 3 equivalents of labelling
reagents after 2 h shows almost complete conversion into labelled
product.
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labelling using depsipeptides to labelling using the combina-
tion of peptides and DAP (Figure S11A) and saw essentially
identical behavior using the two approaches. Variation in
the concentration of the labelling reagent (Figures S11B and
S12) showed that as little as 1.2 equivalents of the peptide
label were sufficient to enable �95% labelling of this
protein at 25 °C. Both the depsipeptide and new coupled
enzyme approach led to near-quantitative labelling within
2 h. However, the new approach is more robust due to the
stability of the peptide substrates in solution in comparison
to depsipeptides which are subject to non-enzymatic hydrol-
ysis over time. Labelling of the model maltose-binding
protein construct GVG-MBP[9e] revealed a similar pattern
(Figure 3C and 3D), with the addition of DAP again
enabling near quantitative N-terminal labelling using an
unactivated peptide, equivalent to that observed using
depsipeptide substrates.

Generation of a chimeric, bifunctional catalyst

Given that addition and removal of two enzymes increases
the chance for product contamination and that a single
reagent is simpler to handle and monitor, we investigated
the combination of both enzymatic activities into a single
chimeric polypeptide. Our approaches to N- and C-terminal
labelling used variable ratios of the two enzymes but DAP
activity never appeared to be a limiting factor—we therefore
anticipated that fusing together equimolar quantities of the
two enzymes would not significantly affect either class of
reaction. We generated fusion proteins consisting of both
the Srt7M and DAP domains in tandem with his-tag
(SrtH7D) or both his-tag and chitin-binding domain
(SrtCH7D) affinity purification tags. SrtH7D and SrtCH7D
both expressed at high levels and after purification the
chimeric proteins proved stable to short-term storage at 4 °C
as well as storage at � 20 and � 80 °C.

We initially compared the activity of SrtH7D and
SrtCH7D to the separate component proteins for C-terminal
labelling of PanZ and observed successful labelling with a
slight increase in the level of hydrolysis (Figure S13). We
therefore tested C-terminal labelling of CTB using SrtH7D,
and in this case observed essentially identical kinetic
behaviour to the use of the separate components (Fig-
ure 4A). SrtCH7D was also highly effective, and we were
able to detect the modified CTB with high levels of labelling
using just 2 equivalents of the peptide without further
optimisation (Figure 4B). We next used this approach to C-
terminally modify MBP, creating a new C-terminal modified
MBP-LPETGAH6 construct for that purpose. Once again,
we saw essentially quantitative labelling using a small excess
of the labelling peptides (Figures 4C, S14 and S15) with only
a small difference in labelling efficiency between 1.5 and
3 equivalents of the labelling peptide.

For N-terminal labelling, we initially compared the
activity of the SrtH7D/peptide combination with the Srt7M/
depsipeptide strategy to label MBP—and saw comparable
results using the two approaches and 3 equivalents of a
labelling reagent (Figures 4D and S16). We next used GVG-

CTB to investigate the concentration dependence of the
labelling reaction, comparing the labelling reaction between
the combined SrtH7D construct and the separate compo-
nents at equimolar concentrations (Figure S17). In this case,
we observed near quantitative labelling at 25 °C using 1.5–
2 equivalents of the labelling peptide, which is consistent
with the results for the independent components. Finally, we
generated a Titin I27 domain (a model protein commonly
used in multidomain constructs for mechanical unfolding of
proteins) suitable for dual N- and C-terminal labelling. This
incorporated a C-terminal sortase motif and a latent N-
terminal GVG sequence that could be revealed by action of
TEV protease. It was possible to label this protein
quantitatively on its C-terminus using 2–3 equivalents of the
labelling peptide and as little as 10 mol% SrtH7D over a 2 h
time period (Figure 4E and S18). Then, following TEV
cleavage to create a new GVG N-terminus, the protein was
labelled using an orthogonal LPESoG depsipeptide
substrate[9e] and Srt4S-9 (SrtLPXSG) to yield a double
labelled protein (Figure 4E).

Further optimisation of N-terminal labelling

Having demonstrated that we can achieve high level N- and
C-terminal labelling, we wanted to address three further
questions. Can we further enhance the efficiency of label-
ling, can we use a different sortase in combination with D-
aminopeptidase and can we use this method to achieve
protein fusion? Protein labelling using the combination of
Srt7M and D-aminopeptidase at 25 °C is already rapid and
nearly equimolar in terms of protein and peptide substrate.
For N-terminal labelling, a small excess of peptide is
sufficient to enable quantitative labelling however for C-
terminal labelling, protein hydrolysis remains a challenge
even at relatively high ratios of label to protein. In practice,
even though the sortase selectively catalyses aminolysis over
hydrolysis, since the latter reaction is irreversible, a small
amount of the hydrolysis product is still seen. This problem
can be counteracted by carrying out reactions at sufficiently
high substrates concentration, however this is not practical
for some substrates.

We therefore sought to determine whether we could use
temperature to control this side reaction. As we had
observed more hydrolysis at 37 °C than at 25 °C, we decided
to investigate the reaction at 4 °C, with the hypothesis that
the selectivity for aminolysis over hydrolysis would be
higher as the temperature decreased. We tested N-terminal
labelling of the GVG-CTB construct using 0.02 eq SrtH7D
and 1.1 eq peptide with overnight incubation at 4, 16 and
25 °C (Figure S19). Although slower, reaction at 4 °C led to
the same level of labelling as observed for higher temper-
atures. Following overnight incubation, we observed >99%
protein labelling at 4 °C, whereas at higher temperatures
hydrolysis-mediated unlabelling had occurred. Varying the
concentration of peptide revealed that only 1.05 equivalents
were required to yield essentially quantitative labelling, and
a time course experiment revealed that the level of labelling
remained stable under these conditions between 10 and 24 h
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(Fig 4F) before the peptide label started to be removed by
hydrolysis. In practice, these concentrations are within the
error of the method used to determine the concentration of
reagents suggesting that equimolar N-terminal labelling with
sortase has been achieved for the first time. We similarly
reinvestigated the C-terminal labelling of both MBP-
LPETGA under the same conditions but this time using
0.25 eq of the SrtH7D catalyst. In this case, we saw

quantitative labelling of protein with no detectable hydrol-
ysis using 2 equivalents of the labelling peptide (Figure S20)
but were not able to reproducibly produce the same success
with near equimolar peptide substrates as for the N-
terminus.

We have previously demonstrated the orthogonality of
the Srt4S-9 (SrtLPXSG) variant to WTSrtA for depsipep-
tide-mediated labelling[9e] and used those reagents in the

Figure 4. Optimisation of protein labelling using chimeric SrtA-D-aminopeptidase constructs SrtH7D and SrtCH7D at 25 °C and 4 °C and
demonstration of enhanced labelling using SrtLPXSG/DAP. A) Time course of C-terminal labelling of 100 μM CTB using 25 μM SrtH7D and 200 μM
peptide at 25 °C. B) MS analysis of labelling of 100 μM CTB using 25 μM SrtCH7D after 4 h. C) Peptide substrate concentration dependence of
labelling of 100 μM MBP-LPETGA construct after 4 h at 25 °C. (green= labelled, blue=unlabeled, red=hydrolysis). Error bars are standard error
n=3. D) Application of SrtH7D to N-terminal labelling of GVG-MBP (black) is equivalent to the use of depsipeptide substrates (blue). E) MS
analysis of sequential SrtH7D-dependent C-terminal labelling, TEV cleavage and SrtLPXSG/depsipeptide-dependent labelling of I27. i) MS of initial
construct; ii) MS analysis of product of C-terminal modification with SrtH7D and peptide GVSKYG; iii) MS analysis of TEV-cleavage: iv) MS
analysis of product of N-terminal modification with SrtLPXSG and depsipeptide GABA-YLPESoGG. F) Time course of N-terminal labelling of
100 μM CTB using 105 μM labelling peptide and 2 μM SrtH7D at 4 °C. Inset: MS analysis of labelling at 10 h. G) Labelling of 100 μM GVG-CTB
using 5 μM SrtLPXSG with (black) and without (grey) DAP at 4 °C. H) SDS-PAGE analysis of protein fusion between an Affimer (nominal 50 μM)
with a C-terminal LPETGA motif and GVG-MBP (50 μM) using SrtH7D (5 μM) at 4 °C.
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dual labelling approach discussed above. We therefore
investigated whether this Ca-dependent variant sortase
could be combined with DAP to enable quantitative labelling
with peptides. We screened labelling of GVG-CTB at 4 °C in
the presence and absence of DAP using a variety of peptide
label ratios (Figures 4G and S21). We observed enhanced
labelling relative to SrtLPXSG alone in all cases and
observed >95% labelling for both 2 and 3 equivalents of
peptide label after 24 h incubation. This suggests that the
method should be readily portable to other Ca-dependent
and independent variants of sortase with different substrate
specificities or to other transpeptidases. Finally, we consid-
ered if SrtH7D could be applied to fusion of two globular
proteins. We have previously attempted to use sortase
variants to enable protein fusion, however at 25 °C we often
observed hydrolysis of the N-terminal protein fragment
containing the LPETG motif. We therefore investigated
fusion at 4 °C using a small excess of the C-terminal
fragment. Using these conditions, we observed near com-
plete consumption of an N-terminal fragment (in this case
an Affimer protein, Aff-LPETGA with a model C-terminal
fragment (GVG-MBP)) over a 7 day incubation period at
4 °C (Figure 4H) using 10 mol% (5 μM) SrtH7D. Slower
ligation was observed at 1 and 2.5 μM SrtH7D (Figure S22).
Similar trends in successful ligation were observed with
dimerisation of MBP (Figure S23) and formation of other
fusions from their constituent parts.

Prospects for future applications

The ideal transpeptidation reaction would be one in which
two substrates, either peptides or proteins, were mixed in
equimolar concentrations in the presence of a catalyst and a
quantitative yield of a product is produced. In this work we
have demonstrated that combination of a sequence-specific
aminopeptidase with a sequence-specific transpeptidase is
an effective strategy towards such a reaction. As shown
above, the combined broad substrate tolerance of the
sortase in terms of the second residue in the nucleophilic
substrate and the sequence specificity of the D-aminopepti-
dase used, enables selective transpeptidation. Given that the
two peptidases can selectively form one peptide product
preferentially, the key parameter that remains to be
optimised is the chemoselectivity of the transpeptidase for
aminolysis over hydrolysis.

The established approaches to transpeptidation usually
employ a large excess of label to ensure transformation
which makes the hydrolysis side-reaction less of a challenge
since hydrolysis can be outcompeted by both the substrate
and by-product peptides at these concentrations. The critical
benefit of the coupled enzyme approach is that it allows us
to minimise this excess, however avoiding hydrolysis is then
critical to its success. For N-terminal labelling, irreversible
hydrolysis of the peptide substrate is of less concern than
the hydrolysis of protein is for C-terminal labelling since loss
of peptide label to hydrolysis can be readily counteracted
using a small excess of the peptide. Using 10 μM protein, it
is possible to achieve quantitative N-terminal labelling using

only 1.1 or 1.5 equivalent of peptide (Figure S24). However,
for C-terminal labelling any hydrolysis leads to an irrever-
sible reduction in overall conversion and an excess of
peptide is required to ensure that the peptide/water concen-
tration ratio is maintained. For example, using 10 μM
protein, while complete consumption of unlabelled protein
is observed at all peptide concentrations, 400 μM peptide is
required to fully suppress hydrolysis—this is the concen-
tration of peptide used in labelling higher concentrations of
protein (Figures 2C and S25).

At the concentrations used for protein labelling in this
study (10–200 μM), we observe approximately 100-fold
selectivity for aminolysis over hydrolysis at 25 °C. Given the
relative concentrations of labelling peptide (200 μM) and
water (55 M) this corresponds to an approximately
2.5×106 fold selectivity for aminolysis over hydrolysis at this
temperature, which corresponds to an approximately
40 kJmol� 1 difference in the energy barrier between the two
catalysed pathways. Given this difference, dropping the
temperature to 4 °C would be expected to improve the
selectivity of reaction 3–4-fold. This estimate is largely
consistent with the small enhancement in selectivity we
observed. Further improvement in this ratio will require use
of a different catalyst. We anticipate that other natural or
evolved enzymes could exhibit such selectivity at higher
temperatures and that reducing the Km for the aminolytic
substrate will be a key parameter to be optimised to
maximise reaction turnover for C-terminal labelling at lower
protein substrate concentrations.

In contrast, for N-terminal labelling although a moderate
excess of peptide (1.5–2-fold) is required at 25 °C, only a
small excess (1.05–1.1-fold) is sufficient to enable essentially
quantitative labelling at 4 °C. The small excess of peptide is
sufficient to counteract the low level of hydrolysis and the
reaction mixtures therefore show stable product distribu-
tions for 10–20 h enabling flexibility in protein labelling
workflows and potentially allowing downstream applications
without removal of the excess label. Finally, we have
demonstrated combined application of D-aminopeptidase
with two different sortases, however we anticipate that the
same strategy could be readily applied to other variant
sortases or transpeptidases. For example, we would predict
that combination of D-aminopeptidase with OaAEP1 and
-NGM, and GL- or GV-terminated substrates would work
effectively in a manner complementary to approaches using
Ni2+.[14c] In this regard, our approach is very complementary
to the work of Xia et al.[22] who have recently reported
combination of a glutaminyl cyclase with a peptide aspar-
aginyl ligase, and we anticipate that two approaches could
be effectively combined in future applications of orthogonal
labelling.

Conclusion

We have demonstrated the combined application of a D-
aminopeptidase with sortases enables quantitative labelling
of both the N- and C-termini of proteins using a minimal
excess of a labelling peptide. The success of labelling is
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dependent upon inclusion of a suitable D-aminopeptidase
resistant motif (glycine followed by a branched hydrophobic
or positively charged) at the N-terminus of the substrate
protein for N-terminal labelling or a D-aminopeptidase
susceptible motif (glycine followed by principally small,
negatively charged, linear and polar residues) after the
sortase-recognition motif for C-terminal labelling. At low
temperatures, labeling of the N-terminus can be achieved
using essentially equimolar quantities of a labelling peptide
and at low concentrations of protein substrate. The same
conditions can be used to obtain protein fusion between
protein subunits. All reagents required are commercially
available or readily obtained by bacterial overexpression
and purification in high yields. This approach has the
potential to widen the scope and application of protein
transpeptidation as an approach for protein labelling on a
laboratory and production scale.

Supporting Information

Supporting figures and full experimental details may be
found in the Supporting Information. The authors have cited
additional references within the Supporting
Information.[23–25]
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